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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 

The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. 	The town has a 
long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for 
the time being to the hands of our generation. 	It should be our 
concern that such contributions as we in turn make are worthy of 
the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 

The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. 
It produces a hi -annual Bulletin of articles of local interest 
and a quarterly Newsletter. 	T 1 969 it produced a report on the 
High Street Cons 	onrea which was well received as a basis 
for future policy. 	It is very active in monitoring all planning 
applications and making representations to the local authorities 
on planning matters. 	With the re-organisation of local govern- 
ment its importance as a watchdog increased. 	It has held six 
exhibitions, published a book of reminiscences, two town trails 
and three sets of postcards reproducing old photographs of the 
town, restored the churchyard railings, planted trees, presented 
a seat to Sackville College and, with the Town Council, estab-
lished a (now independent) Town Museum. 

The Society is registered as a charity. 	It is registered 
with the Civic Trust, a member of the Sussex Federation of Ameni-
ty Societies and affiliated to the Sussex Archaeological Society. 
A copy of its constitution is available on request. 

The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which 
it can be seen to represent public opinion; the larger its mem-
bership the greater its influence. 	The subscription is £3 a 
year (additional members in the same household £2, persons in 
full-time education 25 new pence) to be renewed every year on I 
January, except by those joining on or after I October. 	Sub- 
scriptions should be sent to the Treasurer, 29 Hurst Farm Road. 

PRESIDENT 	R.T.RENTON, M.P. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 1 986-7: 
Chairman 	A.W.SCOPES, 
Vice-Chairman N.J. LEPPARD, 
Hon. Treasurer E.PEARCE 
Hon. Secretary vacant 

N .A., B.Sc. 
N.A. (Press Correspondent, Editor) 

Mrs J.EDYE, N.A.; Miss G.V.F.ENNENS; R.GREGORY; C..EHARTLAND, 
A.A.Dip., F.R.I.B.A., N.R.T.P.I.; R.S.HURCONB, F.C.I.00; Mrs 
B.L.NICHELL; Cr R.EOS.NILLER 

Matter for the Bulletin and requests for publications to Mr Lep-
pard, 20 St George's Court, changes of address and membership 
queries to Miss Emnmens, 2 Benchfield Close, matter for the News-
letter and programme queries to Mrs Edye, Thrush Field, Cooñib 
Hill Road. 	The Chairman's address is 7 Chapel Lane, Ashurst 
Wood. 	(All addresses in East Grinstead) 

Permission to reproduce anything from the Bulletin must be sought 
from the Editor. 	Unsigned contributions are the work of the Ed- 
itor or officers. 	Opinions in signed articles are not necessar- 
ily anyone's but their author's. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	No.41 Spring 1Q87 

EDITORIAL 

Returning to our customary format we again offer a varied 
selection of authors and subjects which we hope all readers will 
appreciate. 	Included among them is an earnest of our 1985  pro- 
ject on listed buildings (see Newsletters 28 and 31), an article 
on the pest House by Mrs Holt, the well-known authority on local 
vernacular architecture. 	The hope of a book has not been aban- 
doned but progress in finding a publisher has been so slow that 
the idea of interim piecemeal publication in these pages has been 
revived. 	Some of the completed articles, e.g. those on Cromwell 
House and College View, are so detailed that if printed in full 
they would take up a whole issue, so we start with one of the 
shorter ones. 

COVER PICTURE 

A photograph of the Pest House specially taken by Mrs Holt 
to illustrate her article on pages 5f. below. 

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

REFERENCES TO EARLIER BULLETINS are given in the form adopted for 
the index in Bulletin 40 the first two figures for the Bulletin 
number, the second two for the page number (so that, for example, 
0609 means p.9 of Bulletin 6). 

LOCAL CLOCKT't&KERS (Bulletins 1008f. ,1114 ,1 304 , 1 91 4 ,3007,3104 , 
520 ,5304-6,3506, 3903): 

Mr Harrison reports the sale early in 1986 by an antique dealer 
in Worthing of a clock by our Nicholas Bodle. 	The Town Museum 
has acquired a fusee watch movement by Thomas Fowle (either the 
father, 1746-1808, or the son, 1776- 1 807). 	A list of total ab- 
stainers compiled in 1878 by Thomas Cramp and published in his 
1885 pamphlet Temperance Shots includes (p.39)  James Chariwood, 
watchmaker, an abstainer 19 years, almost certainly a workman for 
one of the makers known to us already. 

E.J.Tyler, The Clockinakers of Sussex (1986) is a definitive, de-
tailed illustrated catalogue of over 1000 clockmakers active up 
to 1900  and will be an indispensable reference book. 	East Grin- 
stead names not hitherto recorded in our pages are Bowden (pre- 
1780), Henry Sayers (1850s)  and William Stripp (1878). 	(Watch & 
Clock Book Society, £8.75,  from bookshops) 

THE HOPE BREWERY (Bulletins 3012f.,3107):  Kelly's directory for 
1909 notes that this 'extensive' brewery was rebuilt in 1898. 
That for 1934  mentions the new fire station (which took over the 
brewery buildings) built in 1923 for about £1000. 

BULLETIN 34: p.9 add GREY Kateryne 122, Sir Thos 122, HASTIE 
add A. 263, HEAD Evelyn A. add 263,  Geo. add 263,  add Jn 263, Wm 
Alston add 263; p. 10  LEWK(E)NOR add Kath. 122; p.11 NITCHELL 
G. for 165 read 265, add NOLINEUX 263, NEROYLE Alan add 76; p.14 
add WHITFIELD 263; p.15 add YOUNG 263. 



BRICKMAKING (Bulletins 2606-110,2709f.,2810,3014,3108,3510): 

A list of total abstainers compiled in 1878 by Thomas Cramp and 
published in his 1885 pamphlet Temperance Shots includes (p.39) 
James Terry, brickmaker, an abstainer 8 years, probably a workman 
rather than the owner of a yard. 	Kelly's directory for 1909 in- 
cludes C. & H.Gasson, brickmakers, Dunnings Road, and Arthur Cur- 
tis Waters, brickmaker and cowkeeper, Durkins Road. 	(In that 
for 1934 the latter appears as farmer only, still in Durkins 
Road.) 	It is said that the early 20th century houses in Durkins 
Road were provided with cellars so that the clay excavated could 
be used for making the bricks to build them. 

One of the first residents in Hackenden Close, built on the site 
of the brickyard there, has told us that the two bungalows on the 
right hand side of the approach part of the road were built from 
the last bricks produced on the site. 	He also said that the 
claypit was filled in and considered unsuitable for building on 
but two men in the building trade bought half of it each, put in 
piles and built houses there: hence the anomaly in the present 
house numbering. 

EAST GRINSTEAD GUIDEBOOKS (Bulletins 11307f.,2310,3104): 

The following additions should be made to the lists already pub-
lished: 

4A 1908 George W.Wray (ed.), East Grinstead 
Official Guide for TJ.D. C . 
Health Resorts Association 	 (Town Museum) 

26 1981 M.J.Leppard and N.H.Collins, East Grinstead, 3rd ed. 
(EJB80/6/HH) 
COVER: orange, full colour coat of arms 

Further study has shown that the text of the 1908, 1909 and 1910 
guides is the same as that of the 1913 and 1914 guides and there-
fore by W.H.Hills even though not so attributed. Wray must have 
been the publisher's editor for the series. 

BULLETIN 39: P•5: The positions of the first two hatchments 
have  inadvertently been transposed; the Nevill/Pelham one is 
east of the Sackville/Compton one. 	p.12, paragraph 3 of review: 
Between the words 'Halsford and' and 'Hackenden' should be inser-
ted 'Imberhorne, the old farmlands of East Court, Blackwell and'. 
p.13, paragraph 5: The following line has fallen out from be-
tween 'bedspreads' and 'I laughed': 'We were standing in the 
archway when she pointed out my mistake'. 

BULLETIN 40: p.18 for 'Rowswell' read 'Rowsell'. 

The Editor is always glad to receive additions and corrections to 
information in the Bulletins. 

Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.121 (1983) includes a note 
on a Stone Age site at Broa s one Warren, vol.123 (1985) an ac-
count of a similar shelter at Stone Rocks. 

Sussex History, vol.?, no.10 (1985) contains the second part of 
r sa rie s East Grinstead Sequence' outlining the early hist-
ory of the Society of St Margaret. 
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THE OLD PEST HOUSE (52 Dorset Avenue) 
	

Mrs J1.Holt 

This was the original pest house for the parish of East 
Grinstead which, when its first use was over, became a small 
farmstead and continued as such until a few years ago. 	It stood 
on the edge of wasteland, just outside the boundary of the town, 
and today the development of a housing estate has encroached as 
far as the perimeter of the garden. 

The front exterior of the house is constructed of brick with 
tile-hanging at first floor level. 	There are external chimneys 
at each side rising well above the ridge of the roof, and the 
tiles are of a soft brown colour and well weathered. 	Brick is 
used for the chimney stacks which have only a small projection at 
the top, and the hand-made bricks at each side of the house are 
coursed in Flemish bond, of various colours and excellent text- 
ure. 	The windows are of the casement type, divided into small 
panels, and there is a central door opening straight into the 
hall. 

At the back of the house there is a large outshot, probably 
the old kitchen as there is a small chimney which serves it. 	A 
privy has been tucked into the angle where the chimney meets the 
outshot. 	The bricks in the outshot differ from those in the 
main part of the house. 

Inside it is apparent that the house is of three bays; 
there is a room on each side of the hail and in each room there 
are two chamfered girders into which the joists are morticed. 
An unusual feature is the extended coving, defined by a short 
timber, indicating the position of the fireplace upstairs. 
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In the construction of the house it is clear that there are 
none of the normal bay-posts, indicating that the house is not of 
early date. 	The side purlins can be seen in the bedrooms, but 
not the rafters or upper roof construction. 	In the landing area 
there is an unusual arrangement of straight timbers, where the 
stairs rise to the first floor, and there are excellent carpen-
ters' marks incised on many or the timbers; chamfers on the tie-
beams show the position of the original doorways and at one end 
(C) the chimney-breast intruded into the bedrooms, which origin- 
ally would have been one room. 	There were no attics or cellars. 

The house exhibits all the features of a late 18th century 
house rather than of the 17th century; it is exceptionally well-
constructed and presents a charming and delightful exterior. 

(Thanks are due to Mr and Mrs R.H.Sloman for permitting investi-
gation of their house, now a grade 2 listed building.) 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND NOTES 
	

rLJ.Leppard 

'The isolated and dreaded Pest House for small-pox and fever 
cases' was remembered as late as 1932 by Mr Jury Cramp, born in 
1846 (1). 	When it was put up and whether it had any predecessor 
we do not know; that there might have been an earlier one is 
suggested by the entry 'Old Pest House & Inclosures' in the 1811 
church rebuilding ratebook (2) when it was held by Joseph Dann 
with other properties elsewhere, including the Sessions House in 
the High Street, by then definitely a. redundant public building. 
The 1821 draft census return records the pesthouse occupied by 
three agricultural families totalling 7 males and 10 females; 
whether as 'cases' is not clear (3). 	As parish property it was 
administered by the vestry meetings. 	Thus in 1832  the general 
vestry decided to repair it but not to sink a well as there was a 
spring of water nearby (4). 	On 14 February 1861 the vestry au- 
thorised its sale (5) and it became a private house, presumably 
because the need for it had declined as inoculation became com-
monplace, sanitation improved and sophisticated medical care ad- 
vanced. 	(In the pest houses the sufferers looked after them- 
selves.) 	The parish valuation of 1825 had put the 'Pest House & 
Land' at £3.12s.6d  (6). 	In the tithe award of 1841 it is asso- 
ciated with the Pest House Field in front of it. 

REFERENCES (W.S.R.O. = West Sussex Record Office): (1) E.Grin-
stead Observer, 11 June 1932; (2) W.S.R.00 PAR.3 48/8/1; (3) 
W.S.R.O. PAR.348/26/2/8; (4) 1tj.S.R.O. PAR.38/1 2/2; (5) W.H. 
Hills, The History of East Grinstead (1906), p.231; (6) W.S.R.O. 
PAR . 348/30/1. 

The Ashdown Rambling Club celebrated its jubilee in 1986 by pub-
lishing Twenty Short Circular Walks around East Grinstead by S. 
Martin a 	others. 	Clear directions and maps and brief indic- 
tions of points of interest make a briskly written handbook that 
deserves wide use; it will almost certainly introduce everyone 
to new places and views and it should help ensure the preserva- 
tion of footpaths for future generations. 	(1.75 in bookshos) 

A new, selectively revised, edition of Mid Sussex District Coun-
cil's Official Guide appeared in 1986  (no date or author stated). 
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HISTORY OF ASHURST WOOD 
	

P.D.Wood 

The village of Ashurst Wood 
very largely the creation of the 
back almost to the Conquest, the: 
to Lewes, and beside it, between 
bletye and Shovelstrode, an area 
pasture called Ashurst. 

is by no means ancient; it is 
last 150  years. 	Before 1800, 
e was the main road from London 
the two ancient manors of Bram-
of waste land, the common of 

The first known mention of the name is in 1164, 'foresta de 
Esseherst'. 	In 1230 the chartulary of Lewes Priory records the 
conveyance of 'all my land of Hashurst' to William de Waux. 	In 
1291 it is spelt Hessehurst and in 1316  'a common pasture called 
Esherst'. 	The common pasture seems to have been originally ap- 
purtenant to East Grinstead, a supposition borne out by its later 
incorporation into the manor of Waihill or Grinstead Wild. 
Grinstead Wild, or Weald, means simply the common waste belonging 
to Grinstead, as in the case of the still existing Sevenoaks 
Weald and Burwash Weald. 	'Down' means the same, as in Crawley 
Down, or indeed the South Downs. 

There has always been a tendency for neighbours to steal 
little bits of commons and run up, first hay stacks, then fences, 
then sheds, and at last cottages on them. 	This process was for 
long nicknamed 'thiefhold' and reached its peak in the 17th cen-
tury, when the crucial importance of wasteland in the rural eco- 
nomy was beginning to decline. 	The haphazard clustering of poor 
little cottages, linked by winding lanes, can be recognised at 
once on the edges of common land, all round Ashdown Forest, at 
Rogers Town (Holtye), Wellington Town (East Grinstead) and, of 
course, Ashurst Wood. 	Box Lane, Phoenix Lane, Ivy Dene Lane, 
Cherry Garden, Box and Culver farms are all typical and formed 
the framework of the eventual village. 	The map from the Ord- 
nance Survey of 1808 (2" to a mile) shows no trace of the old 
common; the general appearance is similar to the 1873  map. 

The original boundaries of the common are unknown but could 
probably be recovered by patient research. 	Roughly, the extent 
would have been from the gates of Stoke Brunswick on the north to 
Hajnmerwood Road on the south, from Cherry Garden in the west to 
the edge of Polleys and Fowle Farm (The Abbey and Thornhill) to 
the east. 	There are very few known surviving manorial docu- 
ments. 

The present village is, of course, in two main parts: one 
centred round the Three Crowns and the other round the Maypole. 
The first is probably the older and was much the larger until 
about the 1880s. 	It was in 1802 that local inhabitants peti- 
tioned parliament for the enclosure of the waste. 	Unfortunately 
the enclosure documents have not survived. 

The old main road was the Hammerwood Road - Wall Hill one. 
The old detour behind Waihill Farm was straightened at some time 
in the 18th century and the present A22 down Brambletye Hill, 
known as the New Coach Road, was built around 1810'. 	The de- 

* Since this article was first published, Mr E.C.Byford has 
shown, from the Colchester papers, that this road was constructed 
in about 1826 (Forest Row, vol.3, part 2 (Oct.  1986), pp.5f.). 



tailed road pattern in the village is of great interest and mer-
its proper study. 

p own knowledge of all this is pretty scanty. 	If anyone 
has good solid evidence to supplement it, or even contradict it, 
I should be very glad to know. 

A postcard 
view of the 
op of Wall 

Hill from 
the Town 
Museum's 
Stephanakis 
collection, 
showing 
spire of 
1 859 chapel 
and forge 
set up on 
this site 
in first 
quarter of 
this cen-
tury but 
soon to be 
closed. 

(This article first appeared in Ashurst Wood News, no.6 (Sept. 
1979), published by the Ashurst Wood Community Association, and 
is reprinted here by kind permission of the Association and Mr 
Wood in view of the interest aroused by the recent temporary ex-
hibition at the Town Museum by the Ashurst Wood Historians.) 

FOREST ROW: Further issues of this enterprising periodical have 
now appeared, as detailed below; all numbers are on sale at the 
Town Museum, 75 n.p. or £1 each, postage extra. 
Vol.2, part 3 (Sept. 1985): Articles on B. & G.T.Nartin's dra-
per's business, 1896-1965,  illustrated with advertisements and 
photographs, medical doctors (part 1) from 1835  and the Baptist 
Chapel at Bethesda School, founded 1811. 

Vol.2, part 4 (Nov. 1985):  Articles on the Broomyard, Highgate 
Road (closed 1977),  the Post Office and Medical Doctors (part 2), 
all illustrated with photographs and including reminiscences. 

Vol.3, part 1 (Feb. 1986): Articles on the Swan and Wayfaring 
(i.e. development of tracks), Broomyard Reminiscences of Bill 
Hartfield (born 1907),  Verbal Sketches of village characters 
'Grievous Heasman' and 'Watercress Jack' and an account of the 
1935 jubilee celebrations. 	Four old pictures, one photograph 
and the 1810 preliminary O.S. 2" map are reproduced. 

Vol-3, part 2 (Oct. 1986): Articles on Wayfaring, Hillside (a 
road) and Harry and Ellen Terry and Verbal Sketches of village 
characters Charles Weller and Absey Jones. Seven photographs 
and two old advertisements are reproduced. 
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THE ORIGINS OF THE PLAWHATCR ESTATE 	 R.E.W.Grubb 

The first purchase of land by the Arbuthnot family in Sussex 
was on 29 September 1871  when 383 acres in the parishes of East 
Grinstead and West Hoathly known as the Plawhatch Estate were 
purchased by William Reierson Arbuthnot the elder from William 
Harrison for £1 6,575. 1 6s.8d. 

The purchase included Old plawhatch and farm, two cottages 
which stood on the site of the Garden House, Plawhatch, two 
Blackdog Cottages, two Dodges Cottages and Bower Hill Cottage. 
Also included were the sites on which later were built Plawhatch 
Hall, Coidharhour Manor, Little Plawhatch and the adjoining pro-
perties along Plawhatch Lane. 

One of the fields adjoining Nonkshill Farm was then a hop 
garden and there were two orchards included in the area sold. 	A 
mortgage of £9,000  was taken out to finance the purchase. 

On 27 December 1872  approximately 72 acres, or the larger 
part of ""yes Cross Farm but not the farm buildings or stables, 
were purchased from the executors of George Booker for the sum of 
£2,922.2s.4d. 	About 30 acres of the land was previous)y copy- 
hold of the manor of Irnherhorne and subject to pay the lord 
yearly 2s.6d.' 	This payment also covered a cottage and garden 
known as Shortlegs, now disappeared, approximately opposite what 
are now known as Blackdog Cottages. 

According to Ursula Ridley there was a little alehouse known 
as The Black Dog along this road in the 18th century, which may 
well have been the fore-runner of Shortlegs Cottages. 	Being 
copyhold, W.R.Arbuthnot had to covenant in the indenture that 'no 
woman who may have become his widow shall be entitled to dower 
out of the said premises'. 

The area at Tyes Cross not included in the sale was de-
scribed in the second schedule to the conveyance as 'commonly 
known by the name of Barnet Hoad, alias Barnets Hoades, but now 
commonly known as Tyes Cross, together with a barn, stable, cart 
lodge, hovels and other buildings abutting the Queen's highway 
there leading from Chilling Street towards East Grinstead, and 
also of those stables and buildings formerly a Smith's shop or 
forge and built on the common or waste called Swads in the Parish 
of West Hoathly'. 

At this time this common or waste land was surrounded on its 
east side by the road leading direct from Chilling Street into 
Grinstead Lane, which isolated Swads from the field to the east, 
which was known as Fagots Stack Meadow, presumably as it almost 
abutted the farm buildings. 

The next purchase, on 8 February 1876, was of the manor of 
Mayes, together with the adjacent Neylands Farm, both in the par-
ish of East Grinstead and containing 250 acres, for £ 1 0,500. 
The indenture plans clearly show the north end of the then road 
which left Sharpthorne immediately to the west of the Sharpthorne 
recreation ground by Cookhams Farm and carried on through a muddy 
track through Mare Wood and thence r.orth of Blacklands Farm to 



enter Grinstead Lane almost opposite Neylands Farm Cottages where 
the footpath now emerges. 	This road was discontinued at the 
turn of the century. 	Cookhams was formerly known as Cow Combe. 

Included in this purchase was the wood known as Naripit Wood 
below Mayes, which must have been quite a source of income for 
the manor before the development of a rural road system enabled 
chalk to be brought by truck from the North Downs chalk pits for 
spreading on our acid soils. 	Marl was a form of calcareous clay 
which was burnt in kilns to enable its alkaline residue to be 
spread in place of chalk to neutralise the acidity in the soil. 

The original access to Mayes House was from a drive through 
the farm to the inarlpit and the field adjoining the drive near 
the road was then known as Kiln Field and the adjoining area to 
the road, which is now a pond, as Coppards Plat. 	This suggests 
that Coppard was a marl burner who turned the sticky marl ex-
tracted from the inaripit into a profitable use for spreading on 
the land. 

Although we have no written confirmation, we have always un-
derstood there was quite an amount of brickmaking carried on at 
the top end of May Wood, though there are now no remaining 
signs of this activity. 	It is possible that the bricks were 
made purely for the building of Plawhatch Hall in the 1880s, the 
walls of which were constructed in Ashdown sandstone, which was 
almost certainly extracted from Hoades Wood, now known as Round 
Wood, just above Nonkshill Farm. 

Subsequent purchases were carried out intermittently until 
William Arbuthnot died on 31 May 19 1 3. 	One small purchase was 
an isolated cottage known as Anscombe Cottage in Tyes Cross Park 
on 2 December 1880 for £200, which appears to have been pulled 
down early in this century and the whole area incorporated in the 
adjoining pasture. 

Immediately following the 1914-18  war the sizeable Court-
lands Estate was sold by the Waley-Cohen family and Cookharns Farm 
and some 35 acres were purchased. 	In 1951  the remainder of the 
Courtlands Estate north of the Sharpthorne - Tyes Cross road, 
amounting to 75.25 acres, was included in the estate. 

LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (continued) 

vol.70 (1929)  p.164 Arms of Win Bowyer of Canserne, 1 558 
p.215 in Sanders of E.G., Headley par. reg., 1738 
p.218 Cromwell House fire, 1928 
p.220 Kinds of wood used in Roman furnaces at 
Ridge Hill 

vol.71 (1930) pp.106-33 I.C.Hannah on Trimmers Pond and Square, 
Forest Row (and priest House, W.Hoathly) 
p.263 Report from E.G. by W.H.Hills 

vol.72 (1931) pp.1-19 W.H.Godfrey, 'Brambletye' 
p.25 E.G. Hundred in relation to rapes & deaneries 
pp.162f. 1341 Nonae returns for E.G. 
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EAST GRINSTEAD THROUGH THE EYES OF A REPORTER (4) 	B.Desmond 

My 'golden age' was from 1921 to the early thirties and I 
consider myself extremely lucky to have lived and worked as a 
journalist on the then leading newspaper East Grinstead Observer 
during that period and onwards, noting, almost subconsciy7 
the changes that were taking place, not, alas, all for the bet-
ter 	But some may disagree. 

As a teenager I became one of a group that attended dances 
(hop,,, ) at Kingscote and we would travel by Sargents' coach. 	My 
wife Kathleen was a founder member of East Grinstead Ladies' Hoc-
key Club and she recalls travelling in Sargents' coach to away 
matches. 	When I restarted East Grinstead Rugby Football Club 
after the war and when petrol rationing was on we used their 
coach for away games and Twickenham internationals. 	I think 
they ran two coaches which were much in demand. 

I often travelled on the open top deck of the buses operated 
by the East Surrey Traction Co. from East Grinstead to Forest 
Row. 	The panoramic view of the rising fringe of Ashdown Forest 
when taking the corner of Lewes Road just past Ashurst Wood was 
superb. 

It is hard to imagine that in those early twenties cattle 
would be driven along London Road and the High Street into the 
market. 	It was my good fortune to attend the last ever cattle 
fair in the High Street with, yes, a roundabout and stalls of 
every kind. 	And, such were the times, London Road was often al- 
most bereft of traffic - .just the odd car or two or horse and 
trap, occasionally cheerful whistling errand lads on cycles with 
baskets in front. 	Standing outside Constitutional Buildings 
with me, Mr W.Major of the jewellers, still in the family, in 
London Road wryly remarked that you could fire a cannon-bail down 
London Road and not hit anything 

From those days I also remember watching the lamp-lighter 
cycling from lamp-post to lamp-post with his long pole, the muf-
fin man touring London Road and 'Brighton Jack' selling fish from 
a barrow on Fridays also in London Road. 	The town had a fine 
Town Band conducted by Mr Adams licensee of a pub in Ashurst 
Wood. 	It played concerts every Saturday evening outside Broad- 
ley Bros. 

Officers of the Salvation Army were allocated a small ter-
raced cottage at the London Road end of West Street. 	Lower down 
was, as today, the Sussex Arms public house opposite the small 
police station with its court small charge room, office and two 
cells. 	The police chief then was Superintendent Edgeler with 
just four constables. I was to become a great friend of the su-
perintendent and it was not unusual for him to call on. me in his 
small car and do the rounds at various police houses in the sur-
rounding villages under his jurisdiction as far as Three Bridges. 
He lived in apartments over the police station. 

My wife Kathleen was the clal4ghter  of Mr Cruttenden, jeweller 
and watchmaker, of Messrs Cruttenden and Sawyer Ltd of London 
Road, one of the oldest firms in the town, next door to Rice 
Bros. 	Both properties were blitzed during the war and Crutten- 
den's started from scratch again in Middle Row. 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
	

Editor and Miss R.MWillatts 

H.Cleere & D.Crossley, The Iron Industry of the Weald (1985): 
Fifty years ago E.Straker wrote a detailed account of the Wealden 
iron industry, describing every site he was aware of, with notes 
on its history and the people involved in this major manufactur-
ing economy. 	Now the Wealden Iron Research Group has produced a 
replacement of this classic, bringing it up to date with the 
fruits of its many years of research. 	Not the least of its im- 
provements is the use of exact grid references. 	The National 
Grid Reference system had not been invented in Straker's day, so 
that 1 21 miles S.E. of the Church' is necessarily very vague when 
searching undergrowth for the remains of a Tudor armaments fact- 
ory. 	(Leicester University Press, £47.50, from bookshops) 

B.K.Herbert, The Fieldwalker's Guide and an Introduction to the 
Iron Industries of the Weald (1985):  Mr Herbert, a prominent 
member of the Wealden Iron Research Group who lives in the town 
and is one of our members, has produced a comprehensive guide to 
the iron working sites of the Weald and how to find them. 	He is 
to be congratulated on providing this simple guide to the indus- 
try and its visible remains. 	(Privately published, £2.50,  from 
Town Museum, postage extra) 

Wealden Iron 2nd series no.6 (1986) prints in full the 1574 lists 
of Wealden ironworks, several of them in our area, and a discuss-
ion of alleged Roman minepits at Ashurst Wood (in which 'SSE' is 
a misprint for 'SSW'). 

R.F.Hunnisett, Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1485-1558  (Sussex Record 
Society, vol.74,  1985, £17) is a fascinating insight into many 
aspects of early Tudor life. 	Several items extend our local 
knowledge, including, in 1531, the hitherto unsuspected existence 
of a coroner for the Borough of East Grinstead; other inquests 
here are taken by the county coroner. 	The whole is meticulously 
edited and thoroughly introduced, discussed and annotated. 

The Sussex Genealogist and Local Historian (Final Issue, March 
1 986) contains an article by S.Farrant, 'he Development of 
Coaching Services from Brighton to London, e.1750-1822'. 	Until 
1775 all these services ran via East Grinstead; after 1790  fewer 
and fewer came our way. 	The article is not concerned with in- 
termediate towns but its information is important for our hist-
ory, 

The Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter 49 (Jan. 
1986) includes some local entries from the Universal British Di-
rectory of 1794 (not 1798  as stated) discused by T.E.Evans. 
Newsletter 50 (April 1986)  includes further discussion of these 
entries by M.J.Leppard. 

The East Grinstead Museum Society Newsletter 7 (Feb.1986) in-
cludes an article on local museum plans adevelopments from 
1887 to 1960, NewElettér 8 (June 1986)  one on the origins of the 
Museum (under our Society's auspices) from 1968 to its opening in 
1976 and Newsletter 9 (Oct.1986) one on its first ten years. 
Newsletter 10 (Feb.1987) includes a bibliography of local pre-
history and archaeology. 	(10 n.p. each, from Museum, postage 
extra) 


